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Company: Koffeecup

Location: Poland

Category: other-general

Job Description

Develop and execute creative concepts and strategies for all projects

Work with the creative director to define the projects direction

Efficiently create and present pitches

Create mockups and visuals to illustrate your ideas

Lead the rest of the team throughout

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to ensure project success

Ensure all deliverables meet project objectives and are delivered on-time and within budget

Stay up-to-date with industry trends and best practices

Must HAve

Strong portfolio to be presented and defended during interview

Excellent sense of imagination  and creative mindset

Degree (or similar) in design, advertising, or related field

Experience with AR/VR Immersive technologies

5+ years of experience  in a creative role
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Strong leadership and communication skills

Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite  and other design software

Ability to manage multiple projects and priorities

Strong attention to detail and problem-solving skills

Excellent communication skills in English  both written and verbal

Nice to HAVe

Experience in video game design

Why join us?

If you’re still not convinced by our work, here are a few more reasons why you might

enjoy working at Koffeecup.

Small team, big growth. We are a small team - both in London and Krakow - it avoids

the “too many cooks” scenario. Our studios provide our people with the space they need to be

their best!

Culture of creativity. Our work should always be fun and exciting & we have the projects to

back it up. We are laid-back, committed, flexible & hard-working. We believe flexibility is a

two-way street.

Private healthcare.  We care about the physical and mental well being of our team. No

matter what happens - from an alien invasion to a sprained wrist - joining Koffeecup entitles

you and to private medical care.

Training. Our team work incredibly hard, and so in the downtime we encourage them to pursue

their career goals by investing in their learning - courses, resources & conferences. We

will sort it.
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